CONTINUING EDUCATION
WINTER 2022

REGISTRATION BEGINS
November 29, 2021
360-623-8940

ELECTRONICAL & ELECTRONICS

NEW! Introduction to UAVs
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are everywhere, doing a variety of work. From assisting our police and fire teams to helping farmers raise better crops and keep a closer eye on livestock, UAVs support a wide array of applications and industries. Join Dale Hylton, head of Blue Skies Drones, for a fun, informative session about what's possible with drones. Instructor: Dale Hylton.

Jan 21
F 7:00pm – 9:00pm
WAH 115
Code 26787
Course CS 191A
$30

Feb 19
Sa 10:00am – 12:00pm
WAH 115
Code 26794
Course CS 191B
$30

OUTDOORS

NEW! Indoor Gardening
Discover the joys of indoor gardening. There is so much indoor gardening we can do during the winter! Learn how to keep your houseplants healthy and happy using organic and natural pest control methods. We will also cover sprouting seeds for grazing on fresh greens all winter long, as well as starting seeds indoors to get a jump start on spring. Class includes a handout and eBook. Please provide your preferred email address at time of registration. *Zoom link will be sent at least 24 hours before the class. Instructor: Kerri Bailey.

Feb 8
T 6:00pm – 7:30pm
Online/Zoom
Code 26438
Course CS 116C2
$30

NEW! Pruning Your Landscape
A fabulous landscape is not only well planted, it is properly groomed. Once you know where, how, and what to prune, you will achieve an amazing landscape! We will discuss how and when to prune trees, shrubs, fruits, canes, berries, vines, grasses, perennials, as well as deadheading and dormant spraying. We will have a shrub to practice on for demonstration purposes. Bring your questions and images for the instructor if desired. Includes a handout and eBook. Please provide your preferred email address at time of registration. *Zoom link will be sent at least 24 hours before the class. Instructor: Kerri Bailey.

Mar 8
T 6:00pm – 7:30pm
Online/Zoom
Code 26576
Course CS 116D2
$30

Surviving an Unexpected Night in the Woods
This course teaches how to survive an unplanned night outdoors. People go into the woods for many reasons: hiking, birdwatching, picnicking, photography, fishing, mountain biking, trail running, etc. What do you do if your planned day goes wrong? A broken ankle or getting lost, and you have to spend a night out in the forest? Too often, a cell phone does not get reception and help is not a phone call away. This class will teach simple strategies for surviving an unexpected night in the forest. Make the decisions necessary to be safe, stay warm, and survive. Instructor: Judson Lang.

Feb 23, Mar 2 & 9
W 6:00pm – 9:00pm
WAH 115
Code 26388
Course CS 117A
$30

Ultralight Hiking
Too many hikers carry too much weight in their pack. This often creates physical discomfort and pain, limits the distance they can travel, and makes their hike a death march…greatly limiting what should be an enjoyable, refreshing experience. This class will teach backpackers and day hikers how to lighten their pack weight and enjoy backpacking again. Instructor: Judson Lang.

Feb 22, Mar 1 & 8
T 6:00pm – 9:00pm
WAH 115
Code 26396
Course CS 117B
$30

Basic Map and Compass Use
Learn the basics of using a topographic map with a compass to find your way over backcountry terrain while hiking or backpacking. The knowledge from this class will help you feel more confident in finding your way either on trails or open terrain. Learn to read topo maps, figure out where you are on a map, plot a course to where you want to go, and follow a compass bearing. Learn not to rely on GPS. Instructor: Judson Lang.

Mar 3 & 10
Th 6:00pm – 9:00pm
WAH 115
Code 26401
Course CS 116A
$30

Beginning Beekeeping – Lewis County Beekeepers
Lewis County Beekeepers’ Association instructors with decades of practical beekeeping experience cover Bee Biology 101 – setting up your apiary, getting bees through the seasons, dealing with parasites and diseases, producing honey, and more. Handbook for reference; PowerPoints and display items to help you see what’s involved. Students who join LCBA can request a personal mentor and attend hands-on workshops. For more information: Rick Batten, rick.batten@gmail.com or 360-266-0050.

Jan 8 – Feb 12
Sa 10:00am – 1:00pm
WAH 103
Code 26375
Course CS 118A
$50

BUSINESS AND CERTIFICATIONS

Flagger Training & Certification
You will learn professional flagging techniques and proper work zone set-up in accordance with standards and guidelines of the Federal Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), Washington State Department of Transportation, and the Department of Labor and Industries Washington Administrative Code pertaining to flagging and temporary traffic control. Students passing the demonstration portion and 50-question exam will receive the Washington State Flagger Certification Card accepted in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana, and the American Traffic Safety Services Association (ATSSA) National Flagger Certification Card accepted in most other states. Course includes references to the ATSSA flagging workbook, MUTCD, workshops, flagging demonstration, video, and PowerPoint presentation. Successful completion of course certifies you for a period of three years. You must be 18 years of age to receive certification. Bring a pencil/pen to class. Refunds given if you withdraw at least 24 hours prior to the start of class. Instructor: Rich Bunker.

First Aid & CPR Certifications
The First Aid/CPR/AED class covers bleeding control, seizures, epi-pen use, allergic reactions, broken bones, choking, poisoning, CPR for adults, children and infants, and other life-threatening emergencies. Learn how to use AED (automated external defibrillator). Upon completion, you will receive a First Aid/CPR/AED certification card valid for two years. Refunds given if you withdraw at least 24 hours prior to the start of class. Instructor: Chris Layton.

PERSONAL INTEREST

Radical Trust: A Personal Development Course
Living from the mind creates an unfulfilling and complicated life full of compromise. Join the global movement of living from your heart and experience a new reality filled with joy, empowerment, freedom, clarity, and simplicity. Instructor: Linda Lee.

For more information, call 360-623-8940 or visit www.centralia.edu/academics/continuing-ed
DressUp StepUp
DressUp StepUp focuses on women’s personal and professional development. We encourage women though the many changes and transitions in their lives, supporting and inspiring them to do what they are meant to do with confidence and joy. This is accomplished through our workshops. Topics include: Body Type, Wardrobing, Personal Style, Interviews, and Meet & Greets, and more. Let us help you look and feel like yourself again!
Instructor: Ellen Parr. Cost is $30.

Swing Dance
Learn the East Coast Swing, starting with the basics and moving on to advanced steps and rhythm changes. You will learn how to lead and follow various partners with emphasis on timing and styling. Find out when to use single-time versus triple-time swing and move easily between the two. Learn to do multiple spins and some trick steps. Wear comfortable clothing and shoes that allow your feet to spin a full turn (leather or smooth soles) – preferably not tennis shoes.
Instructor: Marie Kiser.

Intermediate Ballroom Dancing
If you know the basics and want to move on to more technical steps and dance positions, this class will improve your floor craft and personal styling. Includes all dances from the beginning class, plus introduction to West Coast Swing and Samba.
Instructor: Marie Kiser.

Jan 6 – Feb 24
Th 7:00pm – 8:00pm
Course CS 157C
$55
Lifelong Learners 50+
Course SNC 93C
$25

Advanced Ballroom Dancing
This class is for students who are comfortable with the beginning and intermediate levels of dancing, and would like to advance to more intricate patterns and timings in all the dances (this includes “continuity style” in the Waltz and Fox Trot). This level will add Bolero, Viennese Waltz, and Quick Step to the group dances already offered.
Instructor: Marie Kiser.

Jan 6 – Feb 24
Th 6:00pm – 7:00pm
Course CS 157D
$55
Lifelong Learners 50+
Course SNC 93D
$25

HEALTH AND FITNESS
NEW! DIY – Herbal Beauty
Learn how to make your own herbal bath and beauty products using natural ingredients. Perfect for giving as gifts or to customize for your personal needs. You will learn how to make several projects including: Balms & Butters; Cleansers & Soaps; Mask & Scrub; Fragrance Spray & Toner; Essential Oil Fragrance Blends; Herbal Bath Salts & Fizzes. Class includes a handout, recipes, and eBook. Please provide your preferred email address at time of registration.*Zoom link will be sent at least 24 hours before the class.
Instructor: Kerri Bailey.

Jan 11
T 6:00pm – 7:30pm
Online/Zoom
Course CS 12102
$30

Senior Friendly Tai Chi
Tai Chi is an ancient Chinese practice that is taught most often as an individual discipline that promotes good health by developing the mind-body connection. The practice, due to the use of slow, controlled, but graceful and continuous movements, also has benefits on one’s muscle control and balance. Introduction and continuing practice in the Yang Style of Tai Chi.
Instructor: Lauren Jessup.

Jan 4 – Mar 10
Th 1:00pm – 2:00pm
Course CS 129A
$35
Jan 4 – Mar 10
Th 2:00pm – 3:00pm
Course CS 129B
$35

Senior Adult Strength
This is a weight-lifting class for seniors that begins with no weights and progresses up to 5-pound weights when participants are ready. At any time, there could be different weights used by different students, but all doing the same exercise. Participants will need a straight-back chair because upper body exercises will be done seated. Lower body exercises will be done standing at the chair, holding on to it. Weights can begin as 16-oz bottles of liquid, and we will progress when participant is ready. Please provide your preferred email address at time of registration. Instructor will email the Zoom meeting/class link.
Instructor: April Beauregard.

Jan 4 – Mar 10
T TH 9:00am – 9:50am
Course CS 129C
$35

Pilates/Core
An exercise class designed to teach breathing with movement, body mechanics, balance, coordination, spatial awareness, strength, and flexibility. Most of the work will be done on a mat on the floor. Participants will need to be able to get up and down from the floor.
Instructor: Melissa Monteec.

Jan 4 – Mar 10
TTh 9:00am – 9:50am
Course CS 129C
$35
**Creative Arts**

**Intro to Artistic Welding & Metalworking**
Beginning students only. You will be introduced to beginning welding techniques and metalworking. You will learn a variety of processes, including oxy/acetylene welding, MIG welding (GMAW), torch cutting, plasma cutting, and the use of metal shears, benders, grinders, punches, saws, and drill presses. If you are interested in learning other processes, such as TIG welding (GTAW) or stick welding (SMAW), you will be given special instruction and opportunity to practice on your own. You will be given an opportunity to complete an artistic project of your choice. This is not an Industrial Welding class. Supply list will be handed out and discussed at the first class.

Instructor: Marycolleen Foley.

No class Jan 17 and Feb 21.

Jan 3 – Feb 7 M 5:30pm – 8:30pm TEC 103
Code 18995 Course CS 138A $195
Feb 14 – Mar 14 M 5:30pm – 8:30pm TEC 103
Code 27789 Course CS 138B $195

**Intermediate/Advanced Metalworking & Welding**
This course is designed for students that have taken Intro to Artistic Welding and Metalworking and/or students who want further instruction in technical areas of metal forming and welding. Shop space and grinding room, as well as welders and various metal forming, shaping and cutting equipment provided. The instructor will be available to answer questions, provide feedback and technical support assistance, and offer refresher instruction. This is not an Industrial Welding class.

Instructor: Marycolleen Foley.

Jan 5 – Feb 2 W 5:30pm – 8:30pm TEC 103
Code 27794 Course CS 138C $195
Feb 9 – Mar 9 W 5:30pm – 8:30pm TEC 103
Code 27799 Course CS 138D $195

**Watercolor on Yupo**
Yupo is a synthetic non-absorbent paper which, when combined with high pigment liquid watercolor, creates an opportunity to mingle incredible colors together. Its water-resistant surface also allows for risk taking not usually allowed in watercolor on typical watercolor paper. When used correctly, yupo can be very forgiving. Plan to loosen up and let paint flow. The instructor will provide instruction on how to successfully present and preserve this type of paint and paper combination. $35 supply fee payable to instructor. Instructor: Sue Wachter.

Feb 16, 23 & Mar 2 W 5:30pm – 8:00pm FTC 108
Code 27227 Course CS 102D $60

**Blacksmithing & Forging Basics**
This is an introduction to blacksmithing class. Students will learn a brief history of blacksmithing to encourage the use of forge to make decorative leaves and handrails, reshaping of horseshoes, tools, and BBQ skewers. Students are introduced to tools and basic techniques. Supply list will be handed out and discussed at the first class.

Instructor: Marycolleen Foley.

Jan 7 – Feb 4 F 1:00pm – 4:00pm TEC 103
Code 27006 Course CS 138E $195
Feb 11 – Mar 11 F 1:00pm – 4:00pm TEC 103
Code 27811 Course CS 138F $195

**Painted Barn Quilts**
Paint a barn quilt to display in/on your barn, house, or outbuilding. We will be designing and painting traditional quilt patterns on boards. You will have your choice of painting four 1ft x 1ft pieces or one large 2ft x 2ft piece. During your process, you will learn how to use color and layering to enrich the quality of your finished piece. Creators of all confidence levels will find success in this class. $30 supply fee payable to instructor.

Instructor: Sue Wachter.

Jan 11, 25 & Feb 8 T 5:30pm – 8:00pm FTC 108
Code 27213 Course CS 102C $60

**Intro to Watercolors**
This watercolor class is for beginners who enjoy creative expression, but would like some direction on where to start with painting. This course will be a culmination of teaching the elements of art, step-by-step tutorials, and exploring specific watercolor techniques so students develop confidence in completing original pieces of art. Supply list will be provided at the time of registration.

Instructor: Jennifer Kinsman.

No class Jan 22.

Jan 8 – Feb 12 Sa 10:00am – 12:00pm FTC 108
Code 27232 Course CS 102E $60

**Beginning/Intermediate Silversmithing**
This class is for beginning and returning intermediate silversmithing students. Stone-setting methods will be introduced and/or revisited, plus additional metalworking methods will be pursued. Students will work on individual projects. Supplies will range from $20-75 and are payable to the instructor.

Instructor: Kevlyn Hoisington.

Jan 4 – Mar 8 T 2:30pm – 5:30pm FTC 111
Code 18854 Course CS 104A $106
Lifelong Learners 50+
Code 18863 Course SNRC 81A $72

**Intermediate/Advanced Silversmithing**
This class is for returning intermediate and advanced silversmithing students. More stone-setting methods will be introduced, plus additional metalworking methods will be pursued. Students will work on individual projects. Supplies will range from $20-75 and are payable to the instructor.

Instructor: Ann Rawls.

Jan 3 – Feb 11 M 1:00pm – 4:00pm FTC 109
Code 27006 Course CS 138A $195
Lifelong Learners 50+
Code 27811 Course CS 138B $195

Jan 3 – Mar 7 M 2:30pm – 5:30pm FTC 111
Code 18883 Course CS 104C $106
Lifelong Learners 50+
Code 18885 Course SNRC 81C $72

Jan 3 – Mar 7 M 5:30pm – 8:30pm FTC 111
Code 27251 Course CS 104D $106
Lifelong Learners 50+
Code 27252 Course CS 104A $106

Instructor: Kevlyn Hoisington.

Jan 4 – Mar 8 T 11:30am – 2:30pm FTC 111
Code 18855 Course CS 104B $106
Lifelong Learners 50+
Code 18865 Course SNRC 81B $72

Jan 3 – Mar 7 M 1:00pm – 4:00pm FTC 109
Code 18883 Course CS 104C $106
Lifelong Learners 50+
Code 18885 Course SNRC 81C $72

Jan 3 – Mar 7 M 5:30pm – 8:30pm FTC 111
Code 27251 Course CS 104D $106
Lifelong Learners 50+
Code 27252 Course CS 104A $106

Instructor: Kevlyn Hoisington.

Jan 4 – Mar 8 T 11:30am – 2:30pm FTC 111
Code 18855 Course CS 104B $106
Lifelong Learners 50+
Code 18865 Course SNRC 81B $72

Jan 3 – Mar 7 M 1:00pm – 4:00pm FTC 109
Code 18883 Course CS 104C $106
Lifelong Learners 50+
Code 18885 Course SNRC 81C $72

Instructor: Kevlyn Hoisington.
Making Faces - Abstracts
Have fun with facial features and explore colors and different media. Develop composition skills without expecting the finished piece to look real or be the colors or shapes you expect to see. We will also explore emotion and story, the secrets to painting interesting work. Instructor Sue Wächter believes play and discovery are the best ways to build creative confidence in your artistic expression. $35 supply fee payable to instructor. Instructor: Sue Wächter.

Weekly Jewelry Workshop
This class is for returning intermediate/advanced jewelry students. This is a project class; each student should come prepared with a project to complete at the workshop. The instructor will be on-hand to teach students the individual skills required to complete their project. All students must have taken Beginning and Intermediate Jewelry classes prior to registration for this workshop. Supplies will range from $20-75 and are payable to the instructor. Instructor: David Furuli.

Stained Glass – Lead & Foil
Learn the techniques to make and complete your first stained glass panel. Class covers selecting design, leading basics, soldering, and finishing techniques. *Must wear closed toe shoes to class* Bring your own glass tools or purchase supplies and tools from the instructor at class. Glass and material supplies will cost approximately $100-200, payable to the instructor. Class is held at 18245 Irwin St SW, Rochester, WA 98579. Call for directions (360) 273-6562. Supplies: Bring a fine or medium black and silver Sharpie. You may bring a sack lunch or snack to the day classes.

Glass Workshops
Beginners welcome! Workshops are a great way to sample stained glass and create a project to keep or give as a gift. Material costs listed below. *Must wear closed toe shoes to class.* Classes held at 18245 Irwin St SW, Rochester. Bring a fine or medium black and silver Sharpie. You may bring a sack lunch or snack to the day classes. Supplies (bolded below) will range from $15-30 and are payable to the instructor. Instructor: Karen Milton.

WEBINAR WORKSHOPS

Business Block
Writer’s Block
Internet Block
Money Block

A detailed tutorial will be emailed to set up your free Zoom account, then the webinar login information and materials will be sent the day of class. Please provide an email address at time of registration.

Instructor: LeeAnne Krusemark.

Make Money with a Virtual Assistant/Word Processing Business
*Should also attended “Explore 250 Legitimate Home-Based Business Ideas” immediately following to learn necessary legal aspects* If you can type, then you can make money at home using your computer. Discover how and where to find clients, 50 ways to advertise/market your services, effective home office equipment choices, and 100 ways to make money with a computer. There really is a need for your services, so learn to be your own boss, set your own hours, and make more money.

WEBINAR WORKSHOPS

MONEY BLOCK:

Save Money with Extreme Couponing!
Learn how to save money everyday with extreme couponing. Coupons are NOT just for groceries. The savings can add up to HUNDREDS or even THOUSANDS of dollars every year. This comprehensive workshop will teach you where to find all types of coupons - even for high ticket items, how to find the best coupon apps and websites, and how to match coupons with sales for maximum savings.

Class 27713 Course CS 186D2 $25

COURSE SUGGESTIONS
We are always looking to provide courses that interest our students. Is there a topic that you would like to learn more about? Send us a suggestion at CTE@centralia.edu!
**WRITER’S BLOCK:**

Introduction to Screenwriting for Television or Movies

In this comprehensive session, you will learn about special screenwriting terms and formats for television and the big screen. You will also learn how to plot a story, develop characters, and execute your work in the proper screenwriting format. You will discover the difference between a Treatment, a Spec Script, and a Shooting Script, and when to do each.

- **Feb 26** 9:00am – 11:00am \*VIRT
  - Class 18996 Course CS 176A2 $25

Meet the Publisher/Agent – Get Your Manuscript Critiqued

Have you ever wanted to talk to a real agent or publisher? Are you tired of having your manuscripts critiqued by non-professionals or paying an editor too much money to change your writing to their voice? Email one page of your in-progress manuscript for an in-class critique of your poetry, article, short story, screenplay, novel, non-fiction, or children’s book. The instructor is a journalist, author, screenwriter, agent, publisher, and adjunct online professor at Harvard.

- **Feb 26** 4:00pm – 5:00pm \*VIRT
  - Class 18997 Course CS 176B2 $25

Writing for Online Blogs, Magazines & Websites

You don’t need a journalism degree or previously published articles to write for an online blog, magazine, or website. Some opportunities offer exposure, while many pay well — $1 a word and more. In this fast-paced session, you will how to find ideas, sources, and more than 1,000 opportunities that pay, conduct interviews and create interesting content, protect your copyright, write query letters, and then use this credibility to sell other articles or even your self-published novel.

- **Mar 5** 8:00am – 9:00am \*VIRT
  - Class 27757 Course CS 176C2 $25

Beginners Guide to Getting Published

If your goal is to become a freelance writer by selling a magazine article, short story, poem, or even a novel to a traditional publisher, this comprehensive workshop will guide you to, then past the editor’s desk. You will discover how to become a “published” writer overnight, submit manuscripts the correct way, find the right publisher for your work, write irresistible query letters, determine when and how to get an agent, and 100 ways to make money as a freelance writer. If you really want to succeed, this step-by-step workshop is a must!

- **Mar 5** 9:00am – 11:00am \*VIRT
  - Class 27766 Course CS 176D2 $35

Explore 50 Different Self Publishing Options

*Must have attended “Beginner’s Guide to Getting Published”*

Self-publishing is all the rage, but is it the best option for YOU? And, can you do both? You will discover the pros and cons of all the self-publishing options, including print-on-demand and e-book publishing, as well as Amazon options. You will leave with a rated description of 50 self-publishing companies.

- **Mar 5** 11:00am – 12:00pm \*VIRT
  - Class 27776 Course CS 176E2 $25

Using Amazon’s Kindle Direct to Self-Publish your Book for FREE

Whether you’re looking to publish paperback novel or short eBook now or in the future, this detailed tutorial will teach you step-by-step how to create an Amazon KDP account, format your manuscript and upload it to the platform, easily create a book cover from available templates, determine pricing and royalties, develop a sales pitch for your Amazon page, and write an Amazon author bio.

- **Mar 5** 12:00pm – 1:00pm \*VIRT
  - Class 27780 Course CS 186F2 $25

INTERNET BLOCK:

Monetize Websites, Blogs, and Social Media with Affiliate Marketing

Earn a passive monthly income from selling other people’s products by placing a merchant-provided advertisement link on your site and get a commission for every sale, click, or lead. Learn where to find 1000+ free and low-cost opportunities and how to avoid scams or links that won’t offer a beneficial return on investment. Learn how to find high, recurring, and second-tier commissions. You’ll also learn secrets to increase your site’s ranking and visibility on search engines like google.

- **Mar 5** 1:00pm – 2:00pm \*VIRT
  - Class 27776 Course CS 186G2 $25

Beginner’s Guide to Starting a FREE Blog

Online blogging is a great way to get the word out about you, your service, your product, or information you want to share! You will learn how to start a FREE blog with WordPress, choose a blog template, emphasize your blog content with a creative name, use your unique voice to share expertise, and connect your domain/website. You will also learn how to earn an income with your blog, including links to other websites and advertising on your blog, as well as increase your internet ranking.

- **Mar 5** 2:00pm – 4:00pm \*VIRT
  - Class 27722 Course CS 186H2 $35

Underage Students

Students under the age of 16 must be accompanied to all scheduled Continuing & Community Education classes by a parent or legal guardian. A completed and signed consent form and signed permission from the instructor must be received prior to registration.

Interested in Teaching?

Bring your special skill, knowledge, and expertise to the community by teaching a class for Continuing Education. We are looking for part-time/non-credit instructors. Classes offered days, evenings or weekends, are a great way to share your knowledge and talent while earning a paycheck.

Qualifications:

- Experience with proposed subject matter.
- Enjoy sharing knowledge and skills with others.
- Completed course proposal.

Visit [www.centralia.edu](http://www.centralia.edu) for current class offerings or a course proposal form, or contact Continuing Education at 360-623-8940 or [CTE@centralia.edu](mailto:CTE@centralia.edu)
Continuing Education
At CCEast

Better Bones and Balance
ASI 015R 9:30-10:30am TTh MOR 101 Jones
Oregon State University research has shown this exercise program can significantly slow the loss of bone density in adults of all ages as well as improve balance, flexibility, coordination, muscle tone, and overall body fitness. All fitness levels are welcome. Students will be required to follow Centralia College’s current COVID-19 safety protocols. The class is limited to 8 students. Class fee is $35.

Computer Essentials for the Low-Tech User
CS 151 R 1-2:30pm TTh MOR 112 Brischetto
This introductory course will help students learn the basics of creating Word documents, online calendars, and organizing files. The course covers Google Docs, Drive, Calendar and Gmail, using a combination of online resources and face-to-face instruction at CCEast. Students will be required to follow Centralia College’s current COVID-19 safety protocols. The class meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1/18-27. The class fee is $45.

Imaginative Play Workshop
CS 121 R5 4-5pm W (2/2-2/23) Virtual Moylan
In this four-week workshop, parents or caregivers will learn best practices for guiding their young child or children (ages 4 to 8) into the world of the imagination. You will learn to create rituals for setting up imaginary play, guiding children through the process of creating characters and a plot, and acting out their story, often with creative movement and sound. The process culminates in a story that is the child’s imaginative creation. The class is offered via Zoom on Wednesdays from 2/2-23. Families can register as one student. Class fee is $45.

Flagger Training & Certification
CE 200 R 8am-5pm Saturday (3/26) Bunker
Learn professional flagging techniques and proper work zone set-up in accordance with the standards and guidelines of the federal Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), Washington State Department of Transportation, and the Department of Labor and Industries Washington Administrative Code pertaining to flagging and temporary traffic control. Students passing the demonstration portion and exam will receive the Washington State Flagger Certification Card accepted in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana and the American Traffic Safety Services Association (ATSSA) National Flagger Certification Card accepted in most other states. Course includes references to the ATSSA flagging workbook, MUTCD, flagging demonstration, video and PowerPoint presentation. Successful completion of the course certifies students for three years. Students must be 18 or older to receive certification. Students must bring a pencil/pen to the class. Refunds will be given if they withdraw at least 24 hours prior to the start of the class. Instructor: Rich Bunker. Fee is $85.

Registration is now open.

Community Education and Adult Special Interest classes are designed for learning new skills and information in a non-credit, non-graded, relaxed setting.
CONTINUING & COMMUNITY EDUCATION

HOW TO REGISTER

IN PERSON
Bring your registration to the Office of Enrollment Services in the TransAlta Commons, or to CCEast in Morton (701 Airport Way)

BY FAX
Fax your registration with credit card information to 360-330-7106.

BY MAIL
Mail your registration to Centralia College Office of Enrollment Services, 600 Centralia College Blvd., Centralia, WA 98531.

BY PHONE
Register by phone using a credit card at 360-623-8940.

ONLINE
Starting Nov. 29, register online at www.campusce.net/centralia.

REGISTRATION FORM

Student ID# __________________________ Soc Sec # __________________________

Today's Date __________ Date of Birth __________

Last Name __________________________ First Name __________________________ M.I. __________________________

Mailing Address __________________________ City __________________________ State __________________________ Zip __________________________

Phone Number __________________________

Indicate the course(s)/workshop(s) you want, send payment for total fees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code #</th>
<th>Course #</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please charge my: □ VISA □ Mastercard □ Novus/Discover

Card Number __________________________ Exp. Date __________________________

3-digit CVV/CVC __________________________ Email Address __________________________

Signature __________________________

Send Receipt to __________________________